Abstract. This paper presents a novel method of using action-based planning for construction of enterprise integration solutions that utilize messaging technologies. More specifically, the presented method is able to generate a sequence of processing steps needed to transform input message flow(s) to specified output message flow(s), taking into account requirements in areas of throughput, availability, service monitoring, message ordering, and message content and format conversions. The method has been implemented as a research prototype. It has been evaluated using scenarios taken from the literature as well as from realworld experience of the authors.
Introduction
Enterprise application integration deals with making independently developed and sometimes also independently operated applications in an enterprise to work together to produce a unified set of functionality [5] . It is a significant concern for many enterprises and a lot of resources are being spent in order to achieve its aims [2] .
When creating an integration solution many issues have to be addressed. Some of them are related to correctly designing the business logic of the solution, i.e. algorithms such as "when a purchase order arrives, the system has to call 'check customer credit' and 'check inventory' services 1 , and then, depending on the results, it should continue with order processing or return an error message to the client". Currently this business logic is, and very probably will continue to be, designed by human users, preferably by business analysts in cooperation with business owners.
Other issues to be addressed when designing an integration solution can be characterized as technical ones: these are concerned with differences in message transport protocols, application programming interfaces (APIs), message format and syntax, security requirements, availability and performance properties, logging and auditing requirements, etc. Resolution of these issues is driven by requirements and capabilities of participating services, by technical infrastructure available, and by business requirements. Although powerful tools in this area have appeared recently, e.g. those grouped under umbrella term "Enterprise Service Bus" [2] , technical aspects are still being dealt with by people, mostly IT specialists.
In the long term, our research is directed towards automatic or semiautomatic resolution of these technical issues. 2 One of the first results achieved is a method of generating parts of messaging-based integration solutions using action-based planning approach. From many potential design aspects present in creating such solutions we have concentrated on the following ones: throughput, availability, service monitoring, message ordering, and message content and format conversions.
We have chosen the planning approach because there is a strong similarity between searching for an integration solution and planning in general: when constructing an integration solution we are looking for a sequence of services transforming input message flow to an output one, while when planning we are looking for a sequence of actions transforming the world from the initial state to a goal state. From the practical point of view it is reasonable to use existing planners capable of efficiently finding such sequences of actions (i.e. plans).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly characterizes messaging-based integration solutions, exemplifying some aspects of their design using a case study. In Section 3 the novel method of using an action-based planner to generate integration solutions is presented. Section 4 is devoted to the prototype implementation and the evaluation of the method. Section 5 describes related work. Section 6 closes this paper, giving some ideas on future work.
Messaging-Based Integration Solutions
The hypothetical online retailer company "Widgets and Gadgets 'R Us" buys widgets and gadgets from manufacturers and resells them to customers. 3 The company wants to automate purchase orders processing. Since parts of the whole process are implemented in disparate (and incompatible) systems, in order to achieve seamless operation, the company has to integrate systems involved in the process.
Handling of purchase orders looks like this: Orders are being placed by customers through three systems, namely through web interface, call center and fax gateway. Each order is stored in a separate message. A message containing an order is then translated from source system-specific data model to a common data model. After that, the customer's credit standing as well as inventory is checked. If both checks are successful, goods are shipped to the customer and an invoice is generated. Otherwise, the order is rejected.
Due to historical reasons, information about stock levels is kept in two separate systems: Widgets Inventory and Gadgets Inventory. So each purchase order is inspected to see if the items ordered are widgets, gadgets, or something else. Based on this information the request for checking inventory is sent to one of these systems or to a special message channel reserved for invalid orders.
The situation is shown in Fig. 1 . We have chosen to use the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) here as it is a technology-independent way of process modeling. This kind of abstract description has to be implemented using concrete software entities. There are many technology approaches to do that. As stated above, in this paper we concentrate on messaging-based integration solutions, i.e. those that use an asynchronous messaging middleware (for example, a Java Message Service implementation) as a primary means for their components' communication.
This integration style is frequently used in practice. Below we shortly describe some of the design considerations that usually arise when creating solutions using this paradigm. These and other issues and their solutions are discussed in depth in the influential Hohpe and Woolf's Enterprise Integration Patterns book [5] in the form of patterns. We extensively use these patterns to describe integration solutions generated by our method.
Messaging-based integration solutions generally follow the Pipes and Filters pattern: 4 they receive messages at their input side (in one or more message flows), process them by a sequence of services connected by various channels, and put them on the output side (again, in the form of one or more message flows). One of fundamental design choices is how individual services should be connected. A standard way of communication is through messaging middleware, using either Point-to-Point Channels (often called "queues") or Publish-Subscribe Channels (often called "topics" or "subjects"). The basic difference between these types of channels is that a message arriving at a Point-to-Point Channel is consumed by exactly one of receivers listening on this channel, while message arriving at a Publish-Subscribe Channel is consumed by all receivers listening on that channel. If services reside in the same address space, they can communicate via in-memory channels as well, eliminating the overhead of going through messaging middleware.
It is often the case that the throughput and/or availability of a service running in single thread of execution is not adequate. A typical solution is to deploy such a service in multiple threads, in multiple processes, or even on multiple hosts, using the Message Dispatcher and/or the Competing Consumers pattern. This limits the choices of an input channel for that service, e.g. not allowing topics to be used in some cases.
Another issue is that we might need to monitor some services -for example their quality-of-service attributes like throughput, response time, or availability. In most cases this means that we have to be able to "see" messages entering selected services and messages leaving them -typically using topics or a special Wire Tap service.
Yet another issue is that of message ordering. There are situations when it is important that the order of messages in the flow is kept unchanged. Unfortunately, in some cases, typically when processing messages in multiple threads, their order is not preserved. The solution is often based on a Content Enricher generating message sequence numbers paired with a Resequencer restoring original order of messages.
Almost all services require the messages to be in a specified format, e.g. commaseparated values, fixed-length records, XML, JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), or other. The integration architect has to employ specific converters appropriately.
Even though the basic process structure is designed by a business analyst, it is sometimes possible to choose from alternative implementations of business services available, depending e.g. on quality-of-service attributes, ease of access, and/or cost.
In order to see a concrete integration solution let us consider the following requirements: (1) while all services in our scenario work with messages in XML format, inventory checking ones use JSON format instead, (2) due to performance reasons the "Check gadgets inventory" service has to be deployed on multiple hosts, (3) we need to monitor correct functioning of credit checking service and both inventory checking services, and (4) the order of messages arriving at "Order feasibility check" service should be the same as original order of messages at the input side.
One of possible solutions implementing these requirements is shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that this integration solution has been generated by the prototype implementation of our method. It is correct and optimal with respect to number of components. Placing Resequencer in one of the branches might look a bit strange, yet it is adequate -as the ordering of messages in the left branch is unchanged, the "Aggregate results" service produces a message flow with the original ordering of messages.
Description of the Method
Given a specification of an integration scenario (consisting of description of input and output message flows, services available and other requirements and constraints), the method uses a planner to generate an integration solution, i.e. a structure of services that will transform input message flow(s) to output one(s) while complying with specified requirements and constraints.
The message flow is a fundamental concept of the method. We do not keep track of individual messages processed by the integration solution -we observe message flows instead. A flow is characterized e.g. by content and format of messages it contains, their ordering, and so on (see below). A message flow is being transformed by services, can be split into alternative or parallel flows, and these flows can be eventually joined back into one flow later.
Input and Output of the Method
The input of the method consists of the following:
1. A specification of input message flow(s). Each flow is described in terms of the content and format of messages in it and the type of channel it is present in. As an example, a flow can be specified as "a sequence of messages representing purchase orders entered via web interface, XML-formatted, available in a message queue". Note that the scenario described in our case study has three input message flows. 2. A specification of required output message flow(s). This type of flow is specified in the same way as an input flow, with the possibility to add a requirement that messages should be in the same order as they were at the input. The scenario described in the case study has four output message flows. 3. A set of services that are available for processing the messages. These can be business and mediation services. Each service is described by a set of parameters, namely (1) input/output message content and/or format, (2) throughput and availability characteristics per deployment mode, (3) parameters related to monitoring and message ordering, (4) a cost of using the service. 4. A set of other conditions that have to be met, e.g. (1) the integration solution has to provide a sustained throughput of at least 100 messages per minute, (2) the availability of solution has to be "normal" 5 , (3) each call to "Check customer credit", "Check widgets inventory" and "Check gadgets inventory" service has to be monitored. 5. A set of general configuration options, like whether to use action costs (or use a default cost of 1 for each action instead) or whether to take formatting, monitoring and message ordering aspects into account. This last option is very important for optimizing time taken to generate plans, as will be shown.
The output of the method is the plan that encodes a structure of services sought. Concrete examples of the method's input and output as implemented in the prototype can be found in [7] .
Action-Based Planners
Due to similarities between searching for an integration solution and planning we conduct a search of the services to be used by employing a symbolical action-based planner.
Action-based (or STRIPS-like) planners, as descendants of the automated planner STRIPS [3] , are based on the situation calculus. States of the world (situations) are described as conjunctions of grounded first-order predicate formulas; these formulas are literals. A state of the world can be modified by applying operators.
An operator is a triple Op = (pre, del, add) where pre is a set of predicate formulas that must be satisfied in order for the operator to be invoked (a precondition), del is a set of predicate formulas that are deleted and add are predicate formulas that are added to the description of the state of the world. Together, del and add represent the effect of the operator. The operators can be parameterized, i.e. predicate formulas in pre, del, add are allowed to contain free variables.
The planning problem consists of the planning domain (a set of operators) and the definition of the initial state and the goal state (states). The planner then tries to find a plan, consisting of operators that incrementally transform the world from the initial state to a goal state. Operators used in a plan are called actions and are usually required to have all their variables bounded. Although the plan is usually a sequence of actions, it is also possible to create plans with concurrent actions.
A frequently used algorithm of action-based planning is based on sequential adding of operators to the plan. Plan construction is guided by operators' preconditions and effects, usually employing some kind of heuristics. In our method, we only use the planner as a black box. The exact plan search algorithm is not important, as long as it provides correct results in acceptable time. More information on action-based planning can be found e.g. in [12] .
Detailed Method Description
The principle of the method is the following: the integration problem to be solved is transformed into an input data for an action-based planner, written using the standard Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL). The planner is then executed and its output (i.e. the plan) is interpreted as a structure of services forming the integration solution. The situation is depicted in Fig. 3 . The plan (a sequence of actions, i.e. operators applied) represents the integration solution we are looking for. Actions in the plan correspond to the technology elements of the solution and action dependencies (in the form of predicate formulas) correspond to connections (carrying message flows) between the elements. The transformation from the plan to integration solution description is straightforward.
In the following paragraphs we explore the problem encoding in more details.
State Description. Each message flow is described by the following predicate formula: message is a 7-ary predicate symbol. This predicate formula describes a message flow that fulfills the following conditions: (1) messages in the flow have content prescribed by the variable ?Content 6 , (2) messages in the flow are well formed according to a format specified by the variable ?Format, (3) order of messages in the flow is (or is not, as indicated by the variable ?Ordered) guaranteed to be identical to the order to messages in the input flow, (4) the original message ordering is (or is not, as indicated by the variable ?OrderMarked) recorded somewhere, typically in a dedicated message property, (5) the messages are in a monitoring-related state prescribed by the variable ?Monitoring, and (6) the messages are (or are not) currently available in the messaging middleware as prescribed by the variable ?Channel. The last variable is used to distinguish among multiple identical flows coming out e.g. from a topic or from a Recipient List service.
If there is only one flow active, the state of the world contains only one message predicate formula. If there are multiple flows, like in our case study, there is one message predicate formula for each flow.
Operators. The most important operators we use are those directly derived from services available. Each service is transformed to up to four operators, one for each of the following modes of deployment (parallelism levels): (1) single thread, (2) single process, multiple threads, (3) single host, multiple processes, and (4) multiple hosts. Each mode of deployment provides specific levels of performance and availability, e.g. CreditCheck service in parallelism level 1 could achieve a throughput of 100 messages per minute and availability at the level of "normal".
What operators is the service transformed into is controlled by: (a) the list of allowed parallelism levels given in the service description, (b) comparing solution throughput and availability requirements (goals) to throughput and availability characteristics of this service deployed at a particular level of parallelism. 7 As an example, the CreditCheck service that expects a message with content "Order" (c_ord) and transforms it into a "Order with Credit Information" (c_ord_cr- 6 Actually in some cases we use this variable to encode part of contextual information as well (an example of such information is "the flow contains orders that have been rejected"). 7 With a slight simplification we assume that the necessary and sufficient condition for the solution meeting its throughput and availability goals is that each of services involved meets these throughput and availability goals individually. We also assume that the performance and availability of underlying messaging middleware is not a limiting factor. Providing more sophisticated treatment of these aspects is one of the topics of future work. Correct use of channels is controlled by acceptable_input_channel_for-_PLx predicates that allow e.g. for PL1 the use of a topic, a queue or a single-process in-memory channel. For PL4 it is allowed to use only a queue or an in-memory channel going out from a previous PL4-deployed service. 8 Transport of messages through messaging middleware is modeled by two special operators, Queue and Topic. If one of them is added after a service, it means that the service sends its output through this kind of channel. This allows modeling the fact that sending messages via these channels is more costly than using direct in-memory connections (when using a planner that supports action costs this can be expressed quantitatively).
Message ordering is accounted for by a set of two services: an OrderMarker service (implementing a Content Enricher pattern) that puts sequence numbers of messages into a dedicated message property, and a Resequencer service that reestablishes the order of messages using this property. When using multiple (alternative or parallel) message flows special care is taken with respect to message ordering and message order marking, but we have no space to cover the details here.
Monitoring is dealt with in the following way: services that have to be monitored require the value of monitored in the ?Monitored parameter of message predicate formula in the precondition and set the value of monitoring_requested in the ?Monitored parameters in its effects. This ensures that the input and output messages go either through a topic or through a WireTap service, because only operators corresponding to a topic and the WireTap are able to set the monitored value and "clear" the monitoring_requested one. Services that do not have to be monitored expect the value of not_monitored or monitored at the input and set the value of not_monitored at the output. As in message ordering aspect, the monitoring flag is also treated specially when using multiple flows.
For joining alternative or parallel message flows, a special "declarative" kind of operator is used. This operator does not correspond to any real service, it only serves as a declaration that message flows containing e.g. results from check of widgets inventory and results from check of gadgets inventory are merging in one queue into a message flow containing results from (an unspecified) inventory check. When using action costs these declarative operators are assigned the lowest possible cost. (When merging parallel flows, such declarative operator should be followed by a "real" Aggregate service, like the "Aggregate results" service in Fig. 2.) In order to shorten the time needed to find a plan it is possible to choose whether the solution should take aspects of monitoring, message formats, and message ordering into account. Parameters (of predicate formulas and operators) for disabled aspects are not created, so for example the message predicate can have an arity from 3 to 7, depending on the settings. As shown in the following section, this has strong performance implications.
Implementation and Evaluation
The method described above has been implemented in the form of a research prototype.
We have tried several planners. For practical reasons we have limited our search to those accepting PDDL as an input language. The selection of planners was guided by the results at the International Planning Competitions 9 and our previous experience. We have selected four problems to demonstrate the evaluation results here: Problems 1 and 2 correspond to a part of Widgets and Gadgets order processing scenario described in Section 2. The part covered begins when orders from three sources are merged in a queue and ends as orders enter feasibility check. Problem 1 takes into account monitoring and throughput aspects. Problem 2 takes into account aspects of monitoring, message format, and throughput. Problems 3 and 4 capture the whole order processing scenario as described in the case study; Problem 3 does not take aspects of monitoring, message format, message ordering, and throughput into account, while Problem 4 does. These settings are summarized in Table 1 . Acronyms for aspects are: monitoring (M), message formats (F), message ordering (O), and throughput (T). "Message predicate arity" refers to the arity of the message predicate, "Parameters/operator" means average number of parameters of individual operators. These measures, along with number of operators and number of objects in the domain, very roughly indicate the size of state-space and plan-space that have to be searched -a major factor of complexity of the planning process.
The results (quality of solution found and CPU time needed to find it) for some of the planners are summarized in Table 2.   10 9 http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/ 10 These results are only informative: some planners provided settings affecting performance, e.g. possibility to choose heuristics, weighting factors, etc. We tried to find optimal settings, but in some cases it might be possible to find better settings. Acronyms for domains and search algorithms are: sequential plans (seq), parallel plans (par), action costs (cost), non-deterministic actions (non-det), state-space search (state), transformation to satisfiability problem (SAT), generating optimal plan (opt), not guaranteed to generate optimal plans (subopt). Acronyms for results are: optimal plan found (O), suboptimal plan found (SO), computation failed (Error).
These results show that our method is able to find solutions for practical integration problems using currently available planners. The majority of the planners had difficulties solving the most complex Problem 4. We suspect that some of them were not designed to work with such a large state-space as it was present in this problem. In our opinion, however, this is not a result of planning methods used, but more a result of implementation decisions made by the planners' designers.
When considering experiences from solving these and other integration problems, as the most suitable come HSP 2.0 planner (it is fast, although it produces suboptimal plans in some cases) and MIPS-XXL and Gamer (they are slower, but generate optimal sequential plans).
The planners are of different types, for example some generate sequential plans while other parallel ones. What type of planner do we actually need? Generally, it depends on what we want to optimize. Basically there are four (interrelated) possibilities: 1) integration solution complexity (number of components used in the solution), 2) latency (time needed for an integration solution to process a message), 3) throughput (number of messages processed by the solution per time unit), 4) resource consumption (e.g. network bandwidth, CPU time of message broker and/or application servers and so on).
At this moment, we use the criterion 1, corresponding to the shortest sequential plan. We can incorporate the criterion 4 by assigning costs to individual actions based on resource consumption. If we would like to optimize latency (criterion 2) we could use a parallel planner with durative actions (i.e. actions that have been assigned an execution time). For now we stay with the goal of finding the solution with the smallest complexity and leave the issue of exact optimality definition to be a subject of a future research. Therefore, for now optimal sequential planners with no other extensions are sufficient. The use of parallel planners in this context has a drawback in that they generally produce plans with the optimal makespan (number of steps of plan execution), not optimizing the number of involved actions. This way the solution usually contains more software components than necessary.
We have also created several additional scenarios stemming from real-life experience of the authors [6] and have verified that the solutions produced by the prototype implementation are correct and optimal in the sense of number of components.
More detailed evaluation report that includes descriptions of integration problems, PDDL files, output produced by individual planners as well as the discussion of results achieved by particular types of planners can be found in [7] .
As a final remark, we can say that this method solves a defined subset of technical problems present in the creation of messaging-based integration solutions. We expect that the business-level decisions, e.g. the correct sequence of business services that have to be integrated or the business rules governing the mapping between incompatible message schemas and/or semantics, have to be provided by business users and are therefore out of scope of this method. Similarly, there are many technical aspects presently not dealt with by the method -e.g. creation of mediation components solving message schema and business protocol incompatibilities between systems being integrated, design issues related to security and reliability of the solution, issues of different communication protocols/mechanisms used, etc. Some of these are being worked on by the research community (e.g. [8] ), while others are the subject of our future work. Finally, there are issues like dealing with unclear, changing and/or not correctly implemented components' interfaces that are possibly out of scope of any automated method for integration solution creation.
Related Work
We know of no existing research dealing with the problem of automatic creation of messaging-based integration solutions in a way similar to the one outlined above. More generally, however, there are several attempts to reduce human effort needed to solve technical issues present in construction of such solutions. Many of them are based on the idea of developing an abstract, platform-independent model of the integration solution and then incrementally refining it into platform-specific model(s) and/or executable code. For example, Scheibler and Leymann [14] based their platform-independent models on enterprise integration patterns [5] enriched by configurable parameters. These models can then be automatically transformed into executable code, either written in Business Process Execution Language or in a configuration language of a specific integration tool (Apache ServiceMix).
This and similar approaches require the developer to specify technology-related model elements manually -albeit at a higher level of abstraction, compared to directly writing platform-specific configuration or code. Our method, in contrast, generates such elements automatically.
The work of Umapathy and Purao [16] is directed towards choosing solution elements (described in the form of integration patterns) automatically. The authors have devised an inference engine based system that accepts an integration scenario described as annotated model written in Business Process Modeling Notation and offers the developer a set of possible enterprise integration patterns to implement individual parts of the scenario. The difference to our approach is that this system only provides an aid to the developer, offering him or her a set of more or less relevant alternatives to choose from. Our method, in contrast, automatically generates a directly executable solution. The human interaction can be added in the future, but it is not necessary for the method to work.
AI planners have been successfully used in various areas of software engineering. Some examples are test cases generation [4, 13] or assembly of algorithms having specified characteristics, using components from a properly annotated domain-specific library [15] . Another example is the method of creating a plan for dynamic reconfiguration of distributed systems after failure [1] , focusing mainly on a (re)distribution of components and connectors to individual machines and finding a correct sequence of starting machines, components and connectors. More related to the topic of this paper is the use of AI planners for web service composition, as described e.g. in [9] and [11] . Works in this area deal primarily with creating compositions at the business level, not paying attention to technical aspects, as we do.
Conclusion and Future Work
The research results presented here demonstrate that planning techniques are useful for solving technical problems related to enterprise application integration. Our method is able to create parts of integration solutions from the description of "what" has to be achieved, not "how" it should be done. Evaluation using a case study and a set of real-world integration scenarios has shown that the method presented is able to solve practically-sized problems. In comparison, existing works in this area either require the developer to specify technology-related elements manually or, if not, they are not able to generate an executable solution (only provide hints for the developer).
Our aims for the future include covering other aspects of messaging-based integration solutions, for example questions of assured message delivery (using Guaranteed Delivery and/or Transactional Client patterns) or a support for diverse message transport protocols. We also plan to provide a code-generation module that would read the plan and provide a partially or fully executable integration solution for selected integration tool(s). As mentioned above, we want to further elaborate the notion of solution optimality and aspects of throughput and availability.
We also plan to have a look at the possibility of using other techniques for automatic generation of the solution, like logic inference engines, and integrate them in a framework for automatic or semi-automatic resolution of technical issues present in enterprise application integration solutions construction.
